Server Cloning Software Helps Transfer
and Protect Data on Windows Server
2000/2003/2008
NEW YORK CITY, N.Y., Feb. 15 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — EASEUS Todo Backup, the
award-winning and cost-effective server backup and disaster recovery solution
for the Windows environment, now features hard disk/partition clone
capability to simplify the process of upgrading hard disks or transferring
files to the new hard drive disk on Windows Server 2000/2003/2008 and Windows
2000/XP/Vista/7.
EASEUS Todo Backup Server has enhanced feature for Windows server cloning,
which helps people clone the whole server including operating system,
applications and data to easily upgrade hard disk/system or transfer files to
a new hard drive disk.
This Windows server clone software can clone any hard drive with a FAT, NTFS,
Linux Ext2 and Ext3 file system. It lets you copy a single partition or the
whole hard disk on Windows server; that is, you can clone any hard drive to
any other hard drive or clone the disk with different interface, like from
SATA to SCSI. You can also resize the hard disk or partition during cloning
for a better disk management profile.
If you plan to copy the operating system to dissimilar hardware, the feature
of Universal Restore will help a lot.
For those who manage multiple servers or workstations, this Windows server
cloning software is highly recommended: it will reduce the work traditionally
required for disk upgrading and save a lot of time to deploy a new hard disk
on Windows servers.
A most sincerely grateful PC user of this cloning software acclaimed: “I
cannot tell you how many PC/server systems I have had to replace over the
last ten years because I could not find software to do what yours did tonight
on a Win XP Pro (machine) in less than 30 minutes. I downloaded the program
to clone a 250GB SATA 7200 RPM Western Digital…. This software you have
created is elegant beyond words.”
Pricing & Availability:
EASEUS Todo Backup Home free for home users is available at:
http://www.todo-backup.com/products/home/free-backup-software.htm .
EASEUS Todo Backup Workstation for $39.00 is available online at
http://www.todo-backup.com/business/workstation-backup.htm .
EASEUS Todo Backup Server for $199.00 is available at
http://www.todo-backup.com/business/server-backup.htm .

About CHENGDU YIWO Tech Development Co., Ltd.:
The company specializes in backup software, partition manager and data
recovery for Windows OS. Its major products are EASEUS Todo Backup, EASEUS
Partition Master and Data Recovery Wizard. For more information, please visit
http://www.easeus.com .
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